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Abstract
This research examines major themes presented in fictional portrayals of cults in popular
American television from 2010-2019. Prior research suggests that the manner in which
cults are portrayed in fictional media, specifically those relying on sensationalized
stereotypes, could influence public perception. This study utilizes qualitative content
analysis of one episode from each of the 11 television shows that include cult storylines
and examines the portrayal of cults in fictional media. This study draws upon sociological
literature such as Weber’s idea of charismatic authority to develop a deeper
understanding of how cult portrayal in media influences public perception of cults.
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Perpetuating the stereotype: dramatization and the portrayal of cults in fictional media
Introduction
Television has the ability to expose viewers to ideas and groups of people that
they might not otherwise encounter. The influence of fictional media is underemphasized
in scholarly work because more research is focused on nonfictional media, such as the
news; however, research on fictional media suggests that it has the ability to shape
peoples’ perceptions just as much as nonfictional programming. Because of this ability,
people may base their opinions and beliefs about various phenomena on what they
consume in fictional media. The ability of fictional media to alter people’s perceptions is
important to consider when examining people’s ideas and beliefs about groups and topics
that exist in the real world.
One topic that has recently emerged within fictional television programming is
cults. In both comedic and dramatic shows, fictional television includes cult storylines
varying from one episode to an entire season. This inclusion of cult storylines in fictional
media is not spontaneous. Research shows that the inclusion of cults in fictional media
throughout history directly correlates with real-life cult events and appearances in the
news (Diffrient, 2010). Despite their frequent occurrence in fictional media in recent
history, there has been little research on how cults are portrayed in fictional media and
how that portrayal might alter viewers’ perceptions of cults. With cult storylines
continuing to permeate fictional television, this project examines what themes and
messages about cults are portrayed to audiences.
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Previous Research
The word “cult” creates a distinct thought in many people’s minds, and while this
image may be sensationalized, it impacts the public’s perception of cults, broadly, as well
as cult members. Since most people do not have a direct, personal connection to cults,
their knowledge likely comes from secondary sources such as documentaries or more
likely, fictional television. Fictional media, unlike news media, does not have the
responsibility to present factual information to its consumers. By examining the
characteristics that define cults as well as gaining a better understanding of cult life, we
are better able to understand the sensationalism of cult representation in fictional
television. Although there is a lack of research on cult portrayals in media, several studies
have provided support for the idea that fictional framing is important in shaping people’s
perceptions.
Within sociology, there is not one concrete definition of cults due to their varying
and distinct types throughout history. Chambers, Langone, Dole, and Grice (1994),
defined cults as, “groups that often exploit members psychologically and/or financially,
typically by making members comply with leadership’s demands through certain types of
psychological manipulation, popularly called mind control, and through the inculcation of
deep-seated anxious dependency on the group and its leaders” (p. 90). Campbell (1978)
separated cults from other religious sects by explaining that cults break religious norms,
focus on the individual, and look to a leader as a higher power. As Chambers and
colleagues (1994) described, the Group Psychological Abuse scale also uses four factors
of compliance, exploitation, mind control, and anxious dependency as ways to measure
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people’s experiences within cults. Taken together, these definitions create a negative
depiction of cult life that influences public perception of cults.
The problem with some of these older definitions is that they stem from anti-cult
beliefs that use value judgments. Such beliefs can lead to the automatic dismissal of cults
as a serious issue deserving of public sympathy. One example of value judgements
applied within definitions of “cults” is the use of phrases like “exploitation” and “mind
control” to describe the relationship between cult members and their leader. These terms
alone tend to create a negative mental image of cults, contributing to the anti-cult
movement. To combat this issue and attempt to maintain neutrality, Dawson (2006)
focused instead on a cluster of traits that seem to characterize all cults. According to
Dawson (2006), cults are typically centered around a charismatic leader, have esoteric
knowledge that is newly discovered, do not belong to broader society, and offer spiritual
salvation for their members. Thinking about these qualities of cults rather than some of
the previous definitions seems to more accurately depict the heterogeneity between
different cults as well as remove the value judgments in older definitions.1 For these
reasons, I have chosen to approach this study using Dawson’s (2006) framework.
Another important framework relevant to this study was developed by Lalich
(2015) to describe the functions of day-to-day cult life. Lalich (2015) identified four
dimensions of cult social structure: charismatic authority, transcendent belief system,
systems of control, and systems of influence. Max Weber (2015) described charismatic
authority as defined by members’, “devotion to the exceptional sanctity, heroism, or

1

It is important to note that cults are sometimes referred to as new religious movements (NRMs) in order to
combat some of these negative stereotypes. This term emerged in the 1960s and often describes cults
throughout sociological literature.
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exemplary character of an individual person, and of the normative patterns or order
revealed or ordained by him” (p. 215). Dawson (2006) described cult leadership as
secretive and inaccessible to the rest of the group. Said differently, a charismatic cult
leader’s power lies in their followers’ belief in the leader’s exceptionalism—this
exceptionalism is often shrouded in mystery and interpreted as divinely ordained. This
divine ordination can be witnessed in a cult’s transcendent belief system and is often
guided by a group doctrine inspired by some type of higher power. Cult ideology, as well
as a cult leader’s authority, are enforced through systems of control, which include rigid
boundaries both physically and in regard to topics open for discussion. Lastly, systems of
influence encompass internalized norms as well as peers holding each other accountable
(Lalich, 2015). This social structure allows for cult life to be both organized and
controlled by leaders.
One of the major questions surrounding cult research is about who joins cults.
Dawson (2006) laid out seven empirical insights into this issue, including: (1) social
networks, (2) affective ties, (3) intensive interaction, (4) weak social ties, (5) weak
ideological alignments, (6) seekership, and (7) direct rewards. Social networks seem to be
the strongest factor since many people who join cults are recruited through prior social
relationships (i.e., social networks) such as friends and family. The demographics of
those frequently involved in cults are also revealing. Cult members are often
disproportionately young, likely because of the intense commitment that comes from
communal living, a commonality shared by many, but not all, cults (Dawson, 2006).
Younger people are also likely to have weak social ties and ideological alignments, as
mentioned in the seven empirical insights, which helps to explain their cult membership.
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Cult members also tend to be better educated and middle to upper class with not much
distinction based on gender or religious background.
When discussing the qualities of cults and their members, it is important to
address the inaccurate assumptions that many people have regarding cults. Many people’s
assumptions about cults often relate to the idea of brainwashing. Although this is a
common attribute many people associate with cults, there is little evidence supporting
this theory. Dawson (2006) laid out twelve criticisms against brainwashing, but some of
the strongest points are as follows: criticisms against brainwashing assume all cults are
the same, use ethnocentric/individualist views, assume that strangeness means coercion,
offer contradictory views on human nature, and stem from anecdotal evidence rather than
scientific studies. The more likely explanation stems from the idea that conversions
within old and new religions occur by deconditioning and resocialization rather than
brainwashing (Dawson, 2006). In addition, American courts reject expert testimony
regarding brainwashing for its lack of scientific credibility and because the claims are too
similar to methods used by more traditional religions. Although brainwashing is a
common idea that comes to mind regarding cults, the lack of evidence supporting it
suggests that this idea is potentially harmful and its use in the media misrepresents why
people remain committed to cults and their beliefs.
Although sociologists have been studying cults for many decades, they have given
little consideration to how cult stereotypes are formed through media. In an experiment
by Mulligan and Habel (2011), consumer’s attitudes were directly impacted by dominant
messaging in the media. They found that the impact of fictional media is often
disregarded as less important in influencing public opinion despite the fact that fictional
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television often includes culturally or socially relevant storylines (Mulligan & Habel,
2011). The dramatization of these storylines seems to suggest the possibility of impacting
public perception.
Research by Mutz and Nir (2010) explained how fictional television can alter
viewers’ perception of real-life issues. They found that people were more likely to
support the death penalty if they watched an episode of Law and Order that portrayed the
criminal justice system in a positive manner (Mutz & Nir, 2010). Similarly, Papke (2007)
found that viewers who watched television shows including jurors and courtroom
environments influenced how those people thought about courtrooms in real life if they
thought the portrayal seemed accurate. This demonstrates that fictional television has the
ability to influence public perception of issues that exist in real life, so it is important to
consider how issues are being framed to viewers.
There is also evidence that the genre of television consumed matters in regard to
the power to influence public perception. A recent study suggested that the genre of
television matters with participants experiencing more physical arousal and an increased
pain threshold while watching a dramatic show, indicating an increased level of social
bonding to the fictional characters (Dunbar et al., 2016). Similar ideas are expressed
within cult research. Laycock (2013) found that while many shows depict cults as
frightening, others use them as a comedic plot line where they are satirized, but even a
comedic plotline can shape public opinion. Such research indicates that the genre of a
show influences content type and messaging, and this is something that I explore in this
project.
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Knowing that the manner in which phenomena are portrayed in fictional
television matters, it is important to examine the history of cult portrayals within
television. Neal (2011) examined five network television shows and argued that the
stereotypical way that cults are portrayed in fictional television contribute to peoples’
negative ideas about cults. Neal (2011) emphasized that the manner in which real-world
events surrounding cults are represented in the media affect the television shows
portraying cults, and television has historically been influential in creating stereotypes.
Neal (2011) analyzed many aspects that differentiate cults from more mainstream
religions including the different clothing they wear, the isolated and communal setting,
their seemingly delusional beliefs, and other characters viewing cults as strange. The
concept of legitimacy in religion is often defined as being Christian on television shows.
This perpetuates the negative stereotypes of cults, and she stresses that with the
commonality of this negative representation, it is important to critically evaluate fictional
television and not always believe in the dominant ideas (Neal, 2011).
Other research conducted on the portrayal of cults in fictional television continues
to demonstrate some of these common themes. Neal (2016) examined six different
television shows and found that exceedingly negative images of cult leaders as well as
mixing in historical information regarding real-life cults can alter viewers’ perception of
cults. This led Neal (2016) to conclude that fictional depictions of cults often combine
realistic elements with fiction which affects our cultural memory in the sense that we
view cult leaders as responsible for the whole cult’s actions. Similarly, Laycock (2013)
provided evidence stating that people hold an unrealistic negative bias toward cults and
new religious movements, using the term “deviance amplification,” which occurs when
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something deviant is depicted in the media and creates a trend in which more people get
involved in the deviant act and there are harsher punishments against the act. Laycock
(2013) argued that this is what helped foster a moral panic over cults.
This previous research indicates that the portrayal of cults in fictional media may
not be entirely accurate. Due to fictional media’s ability to shape public perception, this
could be altering the way that people view cults. My study aims to determine the major
themes presented about cults in American fictional television shows airing between 2010
and 2019. The limited amount of research on this topic before this time period still leaves
much to be explored within cult portrayals in fictional media. While previous research
points to the inaccuracies leading to biased, negative views of cults, I examine the
cultural messages that fictional television is suggesting about cult life and how that
differs between comedic and dramatic shows.
Research Methods
As supported through evidence in the literature, the manner in which elements are
presented and framed in fictional television has the ability to shape our perception about
real world phenomena. Since cults are a highly stigmatized group that people are unlikely
to have first-hand experience with, it is important to be critical of the medium through
which people are learning about cults. In order to analyze the themes being presented
about cults in fictional television, I applied qualitative content analysis to fictional
television episodes from the 2010s. This allowed me to gain a better understanding of
what themes are being presented to the audience and how these sensationalized beliefs of
cults arise.
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When selecting the television shows for analysis, it was important to identify
which shows included cult storylines. Since the 2010s had a large population of
programs, it was important to narrow down the sample; however, gathering information
on which shows included cult storylines proved difficult. With Nielsen rankings costing
beyond the scope of this project, I resorted to purposive sampling which is defined as, “A
type of nonrandom sample in which the researcher uses a wide range of methods to
locate all possible cases of a highly specific and difficult-to-reach population” (Neuman,
2007, p. 372). This approach allowed me to gather popular television shows by narrowing
the sample to include the most popular networks. This project originally began as a
mixed methods design, utilizing both content analysis and experimental methods;
however, due to complications with the pandemic and time constraints, this project
ultimately utilized only content analysis to examine television shows with cult storylines.
An experiment would provide a deeper understanding of exactly how these themes
impact viewers, and this is something that could be explored in future research.
In order to determine the top 10 networks from the 2010s, I used three lists of the
“best” television shows aired between 2010 and 2019 based on the writers’ and editors’
critiques of each show. These three websites, indiewire.com, tvguide.com, and
pastemagazine.com, offered expertise in television and provided unique rankings of these
shows. Then, I calculated the proportion of times that networks were mentioned in each
of the three articles and averaged them to create a ranking of the “best networks.” Within
these data, I removed BBC network shows since my focus was on American shows. I
also removed two streaming services, Netflix and Amazon, from the top 10 because they
are not traditional television networks and did not start creating original content until the
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middle of the 2010s. When Netflix, Amazon, and BBC were excluded from analysis, the
top 10 networks identified were FX, HBO, AMC, Comedy Central, the CW, ABC, FOX,
Showtime, and Starz (see Appendix Table A-1).
With the top ten networks identified, I then determined the top five shows from
each network according to IMDb ratings of the most popular shows from each network.
This was achieved by organizing the shows according to popularity on IMDb.com. I
excluded anything that was not a television show, such as a movie or documentary, and
those which only contained episodes outside of the 2010s. These efforts provided 50 of
the top shows from the 2010s on 10 different networks (see Table A-2 in Appendix). This
sample included a variety of shows and networks in order to best represent the diversity
of shows watched by people across the country.
Across all 50 shows (see Appendix Table A-2), there were 3,799 episodes airing
between 2010-2019 that were considered for the sample. From these 50 shows, I
analyzed the episode descriptions from iTunes using ATLAS.ti. In order to determine
which of these episodes included cult storylines, I utilized two different methods:
keyword search and cross referencing. For the keyword search, I looked for words related
to cults within each episode description. The words I coded for were “cult,” “The Farm,”
“sect,” “group,” “church,” and “cult-like.” These terms emerged based on prior
knowledge of cults and my previous experience with many shows included in the sample.
For example, I knew that the cult in the show Riverdale is referenced as “The Farm.” I
coded every episode that included these keywords with some exceptions. For example,
the word “church” was often used in reference to Christianity, so episodes that used
“church” and referred to Christianity were excluded. In addition, “group” was often used
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in many different contexts, so for each episode including ambiguous words such as
“church” and “group,” I read a description of the plot to determine if that episode
included a cult storyline or not.
Upon further review, I realized that there were other shows within this sample that
utilized cult storylines that were not reflected by the episode descriptions. In order to
identify all the episodes in this sample with a cult storyline, I searched on Google “[name
of show] cult episode” and read more detailed episode descriptions or articles to
determine whether a show included a cult storyline that was not reflected in the episode
description. This allowed for the addition of a few more episodes to my sample and
inclusion in the project.
Although 22 episodes included cult storylines, ultimately 11 episodes were
selected for analysis (see Table 1). Some of the 22 episodes were associated with a single
show, namely Riverdale, which included 6 episodes. Had I analyzed multiple episodes
associated with a single show, there was a potential of overrepresenting themes in a
single show at the expense of themes presented in another show. In order to ensure the
most diverse sample, I assigned a random value to each episode. Then, I randomly
selected one episode from each show which contained multiple episodes featuring cults.
One episode from every television show on the “best networks” which contained cult
storylines was included in this project. A total of 11 episodes associated with 11 different
television shows and six American networks were examined in this study.
Once these shows were selected, I watched each of the 11 episodes without
coding them in order to understand the plot. If a sample episode was aired in the middle
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of a season, I either watched previous episodes or researched the show to gain enough
background knowledge to analyze the episode.
Table 1. Sample Episodes
Episode Title

Television Show

“Mysterion Rises”

South Park

“It’s Time to Kill the Turtle”

Shameless

“East/West Bowl 2”

Key and Peele

“The Secret in the Siege”
“Ass Kickers United: Mac and
Charlie Join a Cult”
“#TeamLucifer”
“Drink the Kool-Aid”
“Sojourn”
“NutriBoom”
“Accredo”
“Chapter Fifty-Three:
Jawbreaker”

Year Aired

Bones

Network
Comedy
Central
Showtime
Comedy
Central
Fox

It’s Always Sunny in Philadelphia

FX

2015

Lucifer
American Horror Story: Cult
American Horror Story: Apocalypse
Brooklyn Nine-Nine
Law and Order: Special Victims
Unit

Fox
FX
FX
NBC

2016
2017
2018
2018

NBC

2018

Riverdale

The CW

2019

2010
2011
2012
2013

In order to determine the major themes presented in these episodes, I used
qualitative content analysis research methods. Content analysis is defined as, “a careful,
detailed, systematic examination and interpretation of a particular body of materials in an
effort to identify patterns, themes, assumptions and meanings” (Lune & Berg, 2018, p.
182). This allowed me to identify and analyze the major themes and take note of what
each television show was communicating to its audience regarding cult life.
This project utilized an inductive approach to research, meaning that I began with
observations followed by an analysis of these observations. Then, I generated a theory to
explain the behavior or processes examined (Conley, 2017). I created and applied
detailed codes in ATLAS.ti, a qualitative data analysis software, at the beginning of the
coding process. These codes were then refined over time as new information emerged in
additional episodes. After coding several episodes, I created code groups that allowed me
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to begin understanding some of the major themes within these television shows through
an examination of the relationships among codes. A code is defined as a:
researcher-generated construct that symbolizes or “translates data” and thus
attributes interpreted meaning to each individual datum for later purposes of
pattern detection, categorization, assertion or proposition development, theory
building, and other analytical processes. Just as a title represents and captures a
book, film, or poem’s primary content and essences, so does a code represent and
capture a datum’s primary content and essence.” (Saldaña, 2015, p. 4)
For example, one of these specific codes was “uniform clothing” which was included in
the code group “symbols and outward appearance” (see Appendix Table A-3). This
analysis allowed for a better understanding of how cult life is portrayed in fictional
television.
Findings
Several themes emerged that helped to organize my observations and analyses of
cult life in fictional television. These themes are: uniformity and cult life, integrating new
members, importance of “Others,” charismatic leaders and salience of gender, the role of
violence and coercion, and life after the cult. In order to better understand these themes, it
is important to understand the characters and their roles within the episodes. In Table 2, I
list every show and the main characters along with their role: cult leader, cult member,
outsider, and confederate. This allows for a greater understanding of a character’s role
when they are mentioned by name throughout the findings.
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Table 2. Character Roles and Cult Names by Television Show
Television Show

Characters Names

Character Roles

American Horror Story:
Apocalypse

Michael/Antichrista

Cult Member and Cult Leader

Madelyn

Cult Member

Kai

Cult Leader

Winter

Cult Member

Ivy

Cult Member

Ally

Confederateb

Booth

Outsiderc

Sweets

Outsider

Zane

Cult Member

Jake

Confederate

Charles

Confederate

Jay

Cult Member

Debbie

Leader

Dennis

Cult Leader

Frank

Cult Leader

Dee

Cult Leader

Charlie

Cult Member

Mac

Cult Member

Unnamed Man #1

Cult Member

Unnamed Man #2

Cult Member

Reporter

Outsider

Arlo

Cult Leader

Lilah

Cult Member

Gina

Cult Member

Vicky

Cult Member

Other Main Cast

Outsider

Rose

Cult Member

Corazon

Cult Member

Lucifer

Outsider

Chloe

Outsider

Edgar

Cult Leader

Alice

Cult Leader

Cheryl

Cult Member

Betty

Outsider

Toni

Outsider/Confederate

Ethel

Cult Member (Former)

Kevin

Outsider

Veronica

Outsider

Unnamed Cult Leader
The Goths

Unnamed Cult Leader
Cult Members

Kenny’s Parents

Cult Members (Former)

Main Cast

Outsiders

American Horror Story:
Cult

Bones

Brooklyn Nine-Nine

It’s Always Sunny in
Philadelphia

Key and Peele

Law and Order: Special
Victims Unit

Lucifer

Riverdale

Shameless

South Park

Fictional Cult Name
No associated name

No associated cult
name

No associated cult
name

NutriBoom

Ass Kickers United

Quest for Eternal
Truth

Accredo

No associated cult
name

The Farm

No associated cult
name

No associated cult
name
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a Michael

was a cult member who later became a cult leader in American Horror Story: Apocalypse.
confederate is someone who does not believe in the cult’s teachings but acts as a cult member in order to take down
the cult.
c An outsider is someone who is not associated with the cult in any way.
bA

Uniformity and Cult Life
One important way that the audience perceives cults in fictional television is
through the saliency of the characteristics and rules of cult life. For example, the physical
appearance of cult members in these episodes often included some type of uniform
clothing. In Riverdale, cult members wore white to school in order to symbolize their
belonging to the cult. However, a uniform appearance did not always present itself
through clothing. In It’s Always Sunny in Philadelphia, the members of the cult wore
yellow stickers on their foreheads, both as a method of self-improvement and as a
signifier of their belongingness. In several of the television shows, signs of these people
belonging to the cults were more extreme. In Law and Order: Special Victims Unit, the
women in the cult were branded on their sides, and in Lucifer, the cult members had
subdermal implants in their wrists. These physical signifiers of belonging to the cult
helped distinguish between insiders and outsiders and were used as a method of control
for those belonging to the cult.
Along with their physical appearance being used as a method of control, many of
the episodes also included aspects of communal living that controlled the lives of the cult
members. In Riverdale, Alice fully moved out of her house and lived with the other cult
members. Another example of this theme was presented in Shameless when the audience
learns that Ethel was physically removed from the cult and placed into the foster care
system. Many of the women in the cult from Law and Order: Special Victims Unit also
lived together in a mansion, as seen when the police are searching the mansion after
Vicky’s death. Although seemingly acting as a method of control, both uniform clothing
18

and communal living work to strengthen the bonds of those inside the cult. The kindness
that the members display toward one another signifies a familial unit that may be
appealing to prospective cult members.
Rituals and other aspects of daily life in the cult helped to further the cult’s
theology as well as strengthen the bonds between cult members. In American Horror
Story: Apocalypse, the cult members are depicted singing and speaking in tongues as a
part of their ritual. This was somewhat similar to the ritual portrayed in South Park where
the cult members were seen chanting and holding candles. Some cults also have rituals
for specific occasions. In Lucifer, the cult had a ceremonial ritual for one of the members
who was killed. In addition to rituals, many of the groups had some type of regular
meetings in order to discuss relevant aspects of theology and bond with the other
members. In American Horror Story: Apocalypse, the group not only had meetings but
participated in a potluck dinner (a regular part of their routine). Similarly, in Riverdale,
the Farm had regular meetings for its members that the group seemed to take very
seriously, with Cheryl choosing to attend these meetings over spending time with her
family and friends. Other meetings were more casual. In Law and Order: Special Victims
Unit, Accredo women attended regular workshops but also spent time doing yoga
together and are even seen participating in some sort of hugging exercise to become more
connected to each other. The time these members spent collectively partaking in cult
activities was used as a way to foster cohesion within the group.
Along with rituals and other aspects of daily life, there were other physical
symbols and belief systems that helped to guide cult life. Several of the cults had some
kind of physical book to guide their life. For example, in Lucifer, a woman who was
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killed had a book in her apartment that included cult teachings. Similarly, South Park
referenced a book that will summon Cthulhu, the being that the cult worships. The
messages in these books guided the lives of the cult members. For example, Ethel in
Shameless said that the Bible told her that she needed to do chores. While these physical
texts helped to guide cult life, there were also more abstract symbols within these
episodes that represent various aspects of cult life. Within the satanic cult, there were
several symbols used to represent their beliefs. For example, in American Horror Story:
Apocalypse, Michael had the numbers “666” behind his ear to signify that he is the
Antichrist. Other cult symbols were also presented, including goats, snakes, pentagrams,
and inverted crosses. Many of these symbols emerged in Lucifer and South Park as well.
These symbols helped to outwardly label the group as belonging to a cult and represented
the cult’s belief system.
Along with symbols, many of these episodes explained the cults’ belief systems
used to unite members. In Key and Peele, the cult members believed that in order to
move on to the next level, they would need to commit suicide to go on the spaceship to
the moon. This is similar to how Kai described a real-life cult, Heaven’s Gate, in
American Horror Story: Cult. He explained to cult members that Heaven’s Gate
members committed mass suicide because they believed that once they left their bodies,
they would move on to the next level of existence. The concept of death and the end
times was frequently mentioned in other episodes as well. In American Horror Story:
Apocalypse, confessing sins was used as a way to bring about the end of times and
prepare for the arrival of the Antichrist. A similar idea was also mentioned in It’s Always
Sunny in Philadelphia. Members were able to ascend by following specific rules, and
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once they were successful, they could board the mothership as a reward for their hard
work. These rituals, symbols, and belief systems as well as uniform appearance and
communal living help to distinguish cult members from broader society and integrate
them into cult life.
Integrating New Members
One of the major themes presented in these episodes is that people joined the cult
for a promise of a better life. In American Horror Story: Apocalypse, Madelyn told
Michael that he was like all of the other people that came into their church looking for a
sense of belonging and meaning in life. This implied that many of the member’s lives
prior to the cult were lacking this meaning and sense of belonging. In Law and Order:
Special Victims Unit, Vicky joined Accredo to escape her abusive ex-boyfriend. The cult
itself focused on women’s empowerment and helped women achieve their goals. This
idea of self-improvement was a common theme across series. In Riverdale, The Farm
was used as a place for people to become better versions of themselves, heal from
whatever was troubling them, and become unified with others. The desire for control was
also depicted as a rationale for joining the cult. In American Horror Story: Cult, Ivy said
that she joined the cult because she wanted someone to tell her what to do and give her
something to believe in. Although several of these episodes depicted people leaving some
negative aspect of their lives behind, some characters were even willing to leave a good
life for the promise of a better one. For example, in Riverdale, Cheryl was willing to
break up with her girlfriend, Toni, in order to reunite with her dead brother through being
a member of the Farm. This demonstrated the lengths that many of the cult members
were willing to go through to find a sense of belonging through the cult.
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In order to recruit new members, fictional cults used a variety of tactics. In
Lucifer, cults utilized technology to recruit new members. The cult’s website featured an
online form to sign up to be a member and a fee that allowed people to join the church.
Other shows demonstrated a more direct approach in outreach. In American Horror
Story: Apocalypse, Madelyn told Michael that they needed people like him to help spread
the word. This seemed to imply that they recruited new members primarily through word
of mouth. In Riverdale, the Farm formed a student advocacy group at Riverdale High to
recruit new members. In addition to directly advocating for people to join, there was also
the idea of using people’s characteristics as a recruiting tactic, such as preying on
insecurities and using persuasion. This was seen in American Horror Story: Cult when
Ivy was recruited by the cult because of her dislike for her wife, Ally. The promise of a
better life that the cult provided for their members was a major part of their recruiting
strategy and helped to explain why the characters became involved in cult life.
Importance of “Others”
When people joined the cult, their membership and participation in cult life
helped further the divide between insiders and outsiders. This helped to explain the way
that many of these shows displayed cults as separate from broader society. For example,
in Shameless, Veronica referred to Ethel as a freak, implying that she was different from
them based on her previous life in the cult. In addition, the clothing that Ethel wore was a
major factor that distinguished her from the others and caused people to believe that she
did not belong with the rest of them. People outside of the cult also tended to label those
who were in the cult. In South Park, people referred to those in the cult as “stupid,”
implying that they were believing in something that the outsiders deemed to be fake.
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Similarly, in It’s Always Sunny in Philadelphia, the cult members were referred to as
“gullible,” which also implied that the group was easily deceived to believe something
that is false. This process of labeling was also applied to the cult leaders. In Riverdale,
Betty referred to the cult leader, Edgar, as a “con-artist,” and in American Horror Story:
Cult, Ally called Kai a “psychopath.” These negative judgements were made by outsiders
rather than those directly influenced by cult life, which is significant because these
judgements were based on assumptions and stereotypes rather than personal experience
with cult life.
Outsiders also made assumptions about the cult’s activity and reacted based on
those assumptions. Such assumptions often derived from outsiders’ doubt in the veracity
of claims made by cult members and their leaders. In Brooklyn Nine-Nine, Jake told
others that NutriBoom was good at covering up criminal activity and was out to hurt
them after almost exposing them as a scam. These assumptions were also intertwined
with the outsiders’ doubt regarding the cult’s ability to help people. In Riverdale, Toni
said that she doubted the Farm was actually helping Cheryl to be better. Similarly, in
American Horror Story: Apocalypse, Michael doubted that Madelyn actually had a nice
life because she sold her soul to the Devil. Outsiders also took more direct action against
the cult and its members. For example, in Lucifer, a religious group was regularly seen
protesting the murders of multiple cult members throughout the episode. They were
holding signs and shouting at the media and police about how this satanic group was
responsible for the killings. In Bones, a woman was retaliating against the FBI for their
involvement in a shootout with a cult that caused her father to lose his life. This disbelief
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from outsiders, as well as their direct reactions, helped to explain why in several of these
episodes, outsiders were trying to remove insiders from the cult.
Several of these shows demonstrated the idea that outsiders were trying to save
loved ones from the cult. In Riverdale, Betty explained to her friends that she wanted to
“deprogram” cult teachings from Alice and show her all of the positive things from her
former life that she was missing by being involved with the cult. The notion that cult
members were unwitting victims of cults (i.e., members were too gullible to understand
the potential threat of cults), was a common theme and related to the assumption of
brainwashing that many outsiders have adopted. In Law and Order: Special Victims Unit,
a man claimed that Accredo brainwashed his wife. Similarly, when Frank and Dee
created their cult-like group to manipulate the others in It’s Always Sunny in
Philadelphia, Dee claimed that one of her ideas would not work because it would require
too much brainwashing. The idea of brainwashing also emerged in Riverdale when Betty
accused a cult member of brainwashing her mom. Although the brainwashing theme was
seen in several episodes, it was coming from outsiders who assumed that cults used this
tactic; people within the cult did not claim to be brainwashed in any of the episodes in
this sample. In addition to accusations of brainwashing, there were also multiple
instances of outsiders attempting to destroy the cult. In Riverdale, Betty and Toni were
working together to destroy the Farm in order to protect and save the people that they
loved. This theme was common in multiple episodes including Brooklyn Nine-Nine
where Jake and Charles attempted to destroy NutriBoom and American Horror Story:
Cult where Ally infiltrated the cult in order to destroy it. This separation between insiders
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and outsiders was a driving force for outsiders to take action, and this divide was only
furthered by the influence of the cult leader.
Charismatic Leaders and the Salience of Gender
One key mechanism used to separate cult members from society was the influence
of a charismatic leader. This leader was depicted as powerful and influential, and they
were often involved in the cult’s creation. For example, in American Horror Story: Cult,
Kai acted as both the cult leader and creator and told cult members that he was the only
person they should trust. Similarly, in Law and Order: Special Victims Unit, Arlo was
both the cult leader and creator and hosted the meetings and workshops for selfimprovement. The cult leaders provided guidance to the members about what they should
and should not do. For example, in It’s Always Sunny in Philadelphia, the Master
provided rules and guidance to the cult members using newsletters. Whereas outsiders
had more negative perceptions of the leader, those within the cult were often seen
praising the leader. For example, in Law and Order: Special Victims Unit, Lilah
repeatedly praised Arlo for his intelligence and leadership of the women in the cult. This
was also seen through how the cult members addressed their leader. In American Horror
Story: Cult, members called Kai their divine leader, and in South Park, the cult members
were depicted praising Cthulhu. The leader of these cults had the ability to control cult
life, and this control was often utilized in a way to assert dominance over the other cult
members.
When discussing cult leaders, it is important to note the power and gender
dynamics that were frequently observed within these fictional cults. Many of these cults
displayed a clear hierarchy. In It’s Always Sunny in Philadelphia, cult members could
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advance levels by following the rules. Similarly, in Law and Order: Special Victims Unit,
Accredo women were a part of a power structure where newer members had to obey
existing members in order to gain more power—this was referred to as “serfs” and
“lords.” One of the women also reported that it was necessary to give collateral in order
to move into the leader’s inner circle. This power structure was also seen through
interactions between members of the cult in other shows as well. For example, in
Shameless, Ethel called Kevin “sir” and was obedient toward him in particular, implying
that the cult where she grew up expected her to be obedient toward men. The idea that the
leader held this power and controlled the dynamic within the cult was a common theme,
especially with masculine leaders. In American Horror Story: Cult, Kai talked about how
easy it was for cult leaders to persuade members to commit suicide, and he saw himself
as inherently more powerful than everyone else. This also helps to explain the gendered
dynamics of this power structure.
In several of these episodes, the cult leader was a man who utilized his power to
manipulate others, specifically women in the cult. This gendered power structure is
deeply rooted in traditional patriarchal ideas that portray women as inferior to men. In
Law and Order: Special Victims Unit, Arlo used his influence over the group to convince
cult women to engage in sexual relations. His ex-wife explained how he was sleeping
with another woman in the group while they were still married, and he expected that all
cult women would be interested in him sexually. Especially since the group was entirely
women, a masculine leader in this powerful position led to a deeply gendered power
structure that can also be seen in other episodes. In Shameless, teenage Ethel assumed
Kevin would demand a sexual relationship because this was the expectation when she
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was in a cult. It was revealed that Ethel had engaged in a sexual relationship with a man
while in the cult. Ethel was married to this man, who was much older than her. In
addition, Ethel had born a child from this relationship, which was presented to viewers as
news which shocked her new host family. Sexuality, and pedophilia more specifically,
can be seen within real cults, so Ethel’s experience was relatively similar to some former
cult members’ experiences (Dawson, 2006). Another example of this gendered power
dynamic could be witnessed in Riverdale. In this episode, the majority of the cult
members depicted in the episode were women who had deep emotional trauma and relied
on their masculine leader for guidance. Other shows demonstrated the deeply gendered
structure that guided life for both men and women that belonged to a cult. In American
Horror Story: Cult, Kai said that he believed men were inherently stronger than women,
and therefore, the men had more cult responsibilities compared to the women. Kai even
called the women “bitches” and implied that they were lesser than the men by excluding
them from decision making processes. Kai required men to be celibate—only Kai was
allowed to reproduce with cult women. This example was much more overt than the
others, but such a gendered power structure was displayed within several of these
episodes. This gendered power structure guided the daily life of cult members,
specifically in regard to more violent and deviant behavior.
The Role of Violence and Coercion
In line with the broader stereotype of cults within society, many cults in these
episodes were portrayed as violent and deviant from the wider society. This was seen in
two distinct ways: mass suicides and murder. Many of these episodes depicted the idea of
mass suicides. In Key and Peele, two men being interviewed explained that the other cult
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members committed suicide in order to be taken onto the spaceship behind the moon.
This was a key part of their belief system that explains why the cult members were
willing to commit suicide. In It’s Always Sunny in Philadelphia, although the cult was
created by Frank as a way to manipulate Mac, Frank used this idea of mass suicide and
explained to the members that this was the only way to advance to the next level. Mass
suicide was also used as a loyalty test in one of the episodes. In American Horror Story:
Cult, Kai says that he poisoned the Kool Aid, and everyone was expected to drink it;
however, he did not actually poison the Kool Aid. Kai just wanted to see who trusted him
and believed in the cult. These examples of mass suicide help to explain the violent
nature of cult representation in television.
The use of violence toward others is also frequently depicted across episodes.
Many fictional cults represented in these shows were inspired by the Church of Satan and
displayed violent behavior. For example, In American Horror Story: Apocalypse, human
sacrifice of outsiders was used by the members as a way to integrate new members into
the cult. In addition, mentions of evil and “raising hell” were common among members
of the church. Another example of violence can be seen in Lucifer when people were
murdered to honor Lucifer. These killings were brutal and included pentagrams and the
phrase “hail Lucifer” carved into bodies post mortem. In addition, the cult in South Park
murdered someone to honor Cthulhu and commit to their new life of evil. These
examples demonstrate the violence depicted against those outside of the cult; however,
violence and other methods of coercion were used against members of the cult who
defied the cult and attempted to leave.
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Life After the Cult
One theme that frequently appeared in these episodes was people attempting to
leave the cult and the difficulty that their exit presented. In American Horror Story: Cult,
Ally and Ivy tried to plan a secret escape by only using paper money and “going off the
grid,” but Kai ultimately stopped them by using Ally and Ivy’s son as leverage. Another
example was seen in Brooklyn Nine-Nine when Jake and Charles were locked into a cultlike group through monetary constraints that made it difficult to extricate themselves
from the program.
In addition to these nonviolent tactics, several violent methods were used to
punish those that attempted to leave. In Brooklyn Nine-Nine, the spokesperson of the
group was kidnapped and tortured. There were also rumors that the wife of the company
owner was murdered by the group. Several episodes depicted extreme violence in
retaliation for doubting or attempting to leave the cult. For example, in American Horror
Story: Cult, a man was murdered for his refusal to drink the Kool Aid and participate in
the mass suicide; however, the drink was not actually poisoned, so he would have lived if
he had not questioned Kai’s orders. Another example of murder was in Law and Order:
Special Victims Unit when a woman was brutally raped and murdered for trying to leave
the cult. These examples suggested that leaving cult life was quite difficult and could
have severe, unintended consequences.
Although not every episode portrayed people’s lives after the cult, many of these
episodes demonstrated the difficulties of integrating back into wider society after leaving
a cult. In Shameless, Ethel struggled to understand the relaxed way of life in her new
home and expected that she would be required to do chores like she did while a member
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of the cult. Ethel presumably grew up in this cult, and she had difficulty understanding
the things that she should be doing and how she should be behaving at her age after
exiting the cult. In addition, Ethel was forcibly removed from the cult, which implied that
this group was dangerous. Many of the cult members also showed remorse for their
actions while in the cult. In American Horror Story: Cult, as the women were attempting
to leave the cult, Winter apologized to Ally for the ways the cult targeted her. Similarly,
Ivy expressed guilt for joining the cult and intentionally hurting Ally. Although not every
episode included cult exit, several episodes included some character’s desire to leave. In
Lucifer, one man expressed to the police that he would help them because he has been
unsuccessful in leaving the cult. In Key and Peele, the two men being interviewed
belonged to the cult but did not commit mass suicide with the others, implying that they
no longer believed in the theology and left the cult by not participating in the mass
suicide. These examples demonstrate how cults are able to transform their members’
worldview in such a way that it is very difficult to integrate back into wider society.
Discussion
These findings illustrate the ways that cult life is portrayed through fictional
television and how the audience’s perception of cults are potentially impacted by this
representation. These episodes depicted a clear picture of cult life as well as people’s
lives before and after joining a cult. It is important to consider the idea that many of these
shows integrated real cults into their storylines, either through direct representation or
utilizing elements from real cults, giving viewers a false sense of realism within these
fictional depictions.
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Allusions to Real Cults
One of these direct examples of real-life cults was in American Horror Story:
Cult. The episode began with Kai telling his followers the stories of three real cults:
Heaven’s Gate, Branch Davidians, and Peoples Temple. Kai explained each of these
cults, including their leaders and beliefs. For example, he said that Heaven’s Gate
members committed suicide through poisoned food to leave their bodies and ascend to
the next level. When speaking about the Branch Davidians, he said that the leader held
certain divine knowledge and was supposed to produce offspring that would be divine.
The true followers, according to Kai, committed mass suicide in order to stay with their
leader when the FBI raided their place of living. In regard to the Peoples Temple, Kai
explained that people of all races and genders came together to create a utopia where they
ended up committing mass suicide after a congressman attempted to destroy the cult. As
Kai was describing the events that occurred with each of these cults, he glorified the cult
leaders as revolutionary in a way that appeals to his own cult members, but also distorted
the tragic realities of these cults to the audience.
American Horror Story: Cult directly took the ideas that Kai presented and
applied them within Kai’s cult. For example, the men in Kai’s cult were expected to
practice celibacy, which was taken directly from Kai’s explanation of the Branch
Davidians. Kai also appropriated the idea of drinking the Kool Aid from the events at
Jonestown (i.e., the Peoples Temple settlement in Guyana). When Kai told everyone to
drink the poisoned Kool Aid, it was a test to see who was a true believer, which is
something the charismatic leader of the Peoples Temple, Jim Jones, did to test his
followers prior to the ultimate demise. The use of these tactics within the cult in
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American Horror Story: Cult creates a sense of realism for the audience, especially with
the use of Kai describing these real cults and then utilizing some of their beliefs.
Another show that used the idea of “drinking the Kool Aid” was Key and Peele.
The reporter explained that the cult members committed mass suicide through cyanidelaced cherry Kool Aid. This was a direct reference to Heaven’s Gate because members of
this cult believed that there was a spaceship behind the moon that would take them to a
new plane of existence. Using this belief system within the episode, albeit in a comedic
way, adds a sense of realism to an otherwise sensationalized sketch.
Another direct comparison made between fictional cults and real cults occurred in
Law and Order: Special Victims Unit. Accredo contained multiple direct references to
NXIVM, a cult founded in 1998 on the basis of self-help. The NXIVM founder and
leader, Keith Raniere, was accused by former members of branding them and coerced
women into sex (Correa, 2020). This was reflected in the fictional cult Accredo, when the
women were branded on their ribs with a cult symbol, as well as several of the women
being coerced into sexual relationships with the leader, Arlo. This organization was also
founded with the basis of self-help and included women’s empowerment sessions—a
tactic also used by NXIVM. In addition, the women in NXIVM had to provide collateral,
something that the women of Accredo also had to do (Correa, 2020). Furthermore,
NXIVM used “master” and “slave” language, which is something that fictional cult
member, Gina, describes to the police when they ask her about the cult’s power dynamics
based off of pictures obtained by the police. The Accredo power structure did not use
“master” and “slave” language, but instead described “lords” and “serfs.” These
similarities suggest that Accredo is modeled from NXIVM, and that real-life events can
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be blatantly invoked in fictional media. This direct comparison creates a realistic image
of cult life, even if the details differ.
The cult in Shameless also had direct ties to a real-life cult. This fictional cult bore
striking similarities to the Fundamentalist Church of Latter-Day Saints (FLDS). FLDS
split from the Mormon church after they decided to continue the practice of polygamy
(ABC News, 2015). In Shameless, Ethel was removed from a religious sect that also
practiced polygamy. At the time of this writing, the leader of FLDS, Warren Jeffs, is
currently incarcerated for assaulting two young girls, including one that was only 12
years old, that he claimed were his wives. This was reflected in Shameless when Ethel, a
young teenager, revealed that she was not only one of the leader’s wives, but also had a
child with this man. The clothing that Ethel wore was also reflective of FLDS. The
women in FLDS were required to wear prairie dresses and never cut their hair, and Ethel
is seen in a similar style dress with long hair. In addition, all entertainment in FLDS is
banned which helps explain why Ethel seemed so overwhelmed in her new environment
(ABC News, 2015). Similar to the previous comparison between (fictional) Accredo and
(real-life) NXIVM, this direct comparison between Ethel’s (fictional) polygamous cult
and the (real-life) FLDS appear to make the fictional cult seem more legitimate, even if
other aspects may be different.
Comparing and Contrasting: Fictional vs. Real Cults
There is one major difference between cults on fictional television and cults in
real life: violence. Many real cults are nonviolent; however, these fictional cults portray
the idea that violence and criminal deviance is a crucial element of cult life. This
representation likely ties back to research that demonstrated how the use of cults in
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fictional television correlates with appearances of cults in nonfiction such as the news
(Diffrient, 2010). The news is likely to focus on novelty or shocking information, such as
when tragedies occur, rather than mundane aspects of life. This exaggeration of the
prevalence of tragic events has only increased over time and often leads people to believe
that more tragic or negative events occur in the present than the past (Pinker, 2018). This
means that cult portrayals in the news are likely to occur when tragedy strikes, such as
situations like the mass suicide of Peoples Temple members. Because these cult
portrayals within various types of media are intertwined, this helps to explain why
violence is more prevalent in fictional cults than real-life cults.
Another important difference is how systems of control and brainwashing are
portrayed. Several of the episodes referenced brainwashing as a tactic that cults use
despite the lack of evidence surrounding brainwashing. It is important to differentiate
between systems of control referenced by Lalich (2015) and brainwashing. Systems of
control refer to physical boundaries such as communal living and other limitations such
as what topics can be discussed (Lalich, 2015). This also refers to the control of the
charismatic leader and the influence they have over the cult. On the other hand,
brainwashing takes this idea a step farther by suggesting that a complete change in beliefs
and attitudes occurs through force. Dawson (2006) describes brainwashing in three steps:
unfreezing, changing, and refreezing. Essentially, this definition of brainwashing relies
on the assumption that the isolation of cult members from the outside world, introduction
of a new identity and beliefs, and placement in a communal environment will manipulate
cult members against their will and force them into cult life (Dawson, 2006). This
definition of brainwashing suggests that cult members are held against their will and
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forced into interrogation to change their worldview. Cult research has not supported the
widespread existence of brainwashing and instead, has applied the idea of systems of
control. Systems of control more accurately describes the influence of the cult on its
members and demonstrates the agency that cult members have in their cult participation.
This idea of brainwashing stems from harmful stereotypes that fictional media utilizes
within these television episodes.
Although other comparisons and differences may be drawn, these examples help
to explain the allusions to real-life cults within fictional portrayals of cults in popular
television. Comparisons may also be drawn to the ways that these cults operate, and more
specifically, their leadership. All the cults in these episodes have a leader, and this person
is often depicted as a charismatic male authority. These fictional leaders are able to gain a
following and have people trust in their word due to their supposed divine knowledge,
similar to cult leaders in real life. Another aspect of real cults that can be seen in these
episodes are some types of transcendent belief system. Several episodes discussed
ascending to a new level of existence through mass suicide, something that many of the
real-life cults mentioned in this discussion also believe. Another important factor that
Dawson (2006) mentioned is the demographics associated with cult members. Cult
members tend to be disproportionately young, often due to the communal living aspect of
cult life, and that idea is also depicted in these episodes. Although there are broad
generalizations to be made from many of these episodes, it is important to note that
differences exist between two types of shows: comedic and dramatic.
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Differences by Genre
There was a distinctive difference in how fictional cults were portrayed between
comedic and dramatic genres. Within the comedic portrayals, cults appeared to be less
legitimate. For example, the cult in It’s Always Sunny in Philadelphia was created by
Frank in order to get another character to stop eating his cookies. When multiple other
characters helped Frank with his cult, they used the cult as a way to manipulate their
friends into doing favors for them. This seems to suggest that cults can be created by
anyone to manipulate others. A similar example was used in Key and Peele. When two
members of the cult were asked why they joined, one of them said, “taco Tuesday.” This
lack of sincerity makes light of why people join cults in real life. Even the idea of
violence or death was portrayed as lighthearted in these comedic portrayals. For example,
in Brooklyn Nine-Nine, the idea that the spokesman was tortured in order to stay in the
cult was not a serious moment, with the spokesman making light of his situation and Jake
and Charles’ failure to react. Similarly, in South Park when Kenny was killed by the cult,
it was very abrupt and turned into a comedic moment when his death caused Kenny’s day
to start over again. Although it is not in comedy’s nature to present serious situations
without humor, the use of comedy in relation to cults creates a sense of lightheartedness
that is lacking in dramatic portrayals.
Dramatic episodes created a deeper sense of realism within their plotlines that
seemingly stemmed from of aspects of cult life derived from the real world; however,
they also sensationalized the violence that sometimes occurs within cults. For example,
one way that the general public tends to learn about cults is through tragedy or
investigation. This was seen in Law and Order: Special Victims Unit when police
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investigated Accredo because of Vicky’s death. A police investigation was also used in
Lucifer when the police investigated killings that appeared to be tied to a satanic cult. The
use of investigation plot lines creates a sense of legitimacy within dramas that is absent in
comedies.
Another major difference between comedies and dramas was the use of fear. For
example, in American Horror Story: Apocalypse, a show that would be categorized as a
drama, outsiders selected for human sacrifice seemed terrified by the cult and their
potential fate. This fear was also seen within insiders. In American Horror Story: Cult,
Ally and Ivy were trying to escape the cult because they were afraid of Kai, but they were
also afraid of what would happen if he caught them trying to escape. Whereas the idea of
violence and death in comedies is more lighthearted, the brutality shown in the dramatic
portrayals is intense. The murders in both Law and Order: Special Victims Unit and
American Horror Story: Apocalypse were bloody and graphic, making outsiders in the
show more fearful of cults, and potentially inspiring similar feelings in viewers. It is also
important to note that within these dramas, the main cast were mostly cult outsiders. This
outsider role allows for the viewer to feel a sense of kinship with the main cast to solve
the crime or “save” cult members.
Both the realistic comparisons to real-life cults and direct comparisons of
episodes by genre helps to explain how some of these storylines and themes emerge from
these fictional shows. By understanding how these shows pull from real elements of cult
life and even reference specific real-life cults, it is conceivable that fictional cults have
the ability to shape public perception when a sense of realism is applied. Although
comedies by nature do not portray serious topics in the same nature as dramas, it is
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interesting to note the inclusion of cult storylines in comedies. Turning some of these
horrific events into humorous plot lines makes light of the more serious side of cults
while continuing to further stigmatize the reality of cult life. By understanding the
comparisons of these shows to real-life cults as well as to each other, it becomes clear
that reality can become distorted through fictional television in such a way that ultimately
alters public’s perception.
Conclusion
The cult themes presented in these fictional television shows blend realistic
elements of cult life with sensationalized elements that likely contribute to the public’s
stigmatized view of cults. Previous research from Campbell (1978) explained how cults
are different from other religious sects because of their individualized focus and the
idolized treatment of their leader. Research by Mutz and Nir (2010) and Papke (2007)
suggested that the way that information was framed in fictional television mattered, and
people’s perceptions of real-world phenomena could be altered through fictional framing.
Many of these episodes provided insight into several elements of cult life such as joining
the cult, rituals, and other elements that helped members define their lives in the cult.
Several episodes also included the divide between insiders and outsiders and the
difficulties that members face when attempting to leave the cult. The direct references
and integration of real-life cults into these episodes creates a sense of accuracy within the
fictionalized portrayals, and this is important to note since fictional television does not
have the same responsibility as non-fictional media to portray real-life events with any
degree of accuracy. Examining the differences between dramas and comedies is also
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important to better understand the different ways that each type of show is portraying
cults and how that could influence people’s perceptions.
This study included some limitations that must be addressed. One major limitation
of this research was how the top television shows of the 2010s were selected. By doing
purposive sampling instead of random sampling, some popular shows may have been
overlooked. If the cost of Nielsen data was within the scope of this project, this would
have been the best way to determine the top shows about cults from the 2010s. Another
limitation was that this study was originally designed with the intention of using both
qualitative content analysis and a psychological experiment. This added component
would have helped explain how these themes influence the audience’s likelihood of
victim-blaming, meaning how viewers could ascribe blame to a cult member for their
actions and fate, and how much consensus information would have influenced their
opinions.
Further research on this subject should include an experimental approach.
Through an experiment, researchers could learn more about how this fictional television
is directly impacting viewers’ perceptions of cults. More research could also be done on
other television episodes outside of the 2010s, or even on one particular show from this
time frame. For example, it would be interesting to examine an entire season of a show
with a longer cult storyline, such as American Horror Story: Cult or Riverdale since this
study only included one episode from each of these broader storylines.
Ultimately, the depictions of cults in these television shows centered around
depictions of cult life in a way that perpetuated stereotypes of cults and cult members,
often without much context. By understanding this, it is important for viewers to use
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critical thinking skills while watching these shows to understand that this portrayal is not
a holistic understanding of every cult member’s experience. In order to create a more
complex, holistic understanding of cults, it could be important to change the way that
cults are portrayed in fictional television. More accurate, fictional content will help
viewers construct realistic understandings and expectations of stigmatized groups, like
cults. This may lead to increased empathy for former cult members and decreased
stigmatization for those who have left this life. In turn, this may lead to more access to
services after re-entering broader society. Fictional media has a greater impact on an
audience’s perception than many may think, and the creation of this type of programming
should include accurate portrayals of cults and other real-world phenomena in order to
create a realistic perception of people or things that many people are unlikely to
encounter in their everyday lives.
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Appendix
Table A-1. Average Channel Rankings by Mentions, 2010-2019
INDIEWIRE
CHANNEL
FX

Mentions
(n)
10

Mean
(𝒙)
0.20

TVGUIDE
Mentions
(n)
6

PASTEMAG

Mean
(𝒙)
0.24

Mentions
(n)
11

Mean
(𝒙)
0.11

Grand
Mean
0.55

HBO

8

0.16

3

0.12

13

0.13

0.41

NETFLIX

8

0.16

2

0.08

14

0.14

0.38

NBC

5

0.10

3

0.12

6

0.06

0.28

AMC

5

0.10

1

0.04

5

0.05

0.19

AMAZON

3

0.06

1

0.04

3

0.03

0.13

4

0.08

0

0.00

5

0.05

0.13

0

0.00

1

0.04

8

0.08

0.12

THE CW

0

0.00

2

0.08

3

0.03

0.11

ABC

1

0.02

0

0.00

7

0.07

0.09

FOX

1

0.02

1

0.04

3

0.03

0.09

SHOWTIME

1

0.02

1

0.04

2

0.02

0.08

STARZ

1

0.02

1

0.04

2

0.02

0.08

SUNDANCE

1

0.02

1

0.04

1

0.01

0.07

CINEMAX

0

0.00

1

0.04

1

0.01

0.05

POP TV

0

0.00

1

0.04

1

0.01

0.05

CBS

1

0.02

0

0.00

2

0.02

0.04

0

0.00

0

0.00

3

0.03

0.03

1

0.02

0

0.00

1

0.01

0.03

IFC

0

0.00

0

0.00

2

0.02

0.02

CHANNEL 4

0

0.00

0

0.00

1

0.01

0.01

DISNEY

0

0.00

0

0.00

1

0.01

0.01

E4

0

0.00

0

0.00

1

0.01

0.01

FREEFORM

0

0.00

0

0.00

1

0.01

0.01

OWN

0

0.00

0

0.00

1

0.01

0.01

PBS

0

0.00

0

0.00

1

0.01

0.01

SYFY

0

0.00

0

0.00

1

0.01

0.01

COMEDY
CENTRAL
BBC

CARTOON
NETWORK
HULU
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Table A-2. Top Fictional Shows on the Top Ten Television Networks, 2010-2019
Top Fictional Shows
American Horror Story
Fargo
It’s Always Sunny in Philadelphia
Justified
Sons of Anarchy
Big Little Lies
Game of Thrones
Sharp Objects
The Deuce
Westworld
Brooklyn Nine-Nine
Law and Order: Special Victims Unit
The Good Place
The Office
This is Us
Into the Badlands
Preacher
The Terror
The Walking Dead
TURN: Washington’s Spies
Broad City
Key and Peele
Nathan for You
South Park
Workaholics
Arrow
Legacies
Riverdale
Supernatural
The Flash
Grey’s Anatomy
How to Get Away with Murder
Stumptown
The Good Doctor
The Rookie
Bones
House
Lucifer
Prodigal Son
The Simpsons
Billions
Dexter
Homeland
Ray Donovan
Shameless
American Gods
Black Sails
Outlander
Power
Spartacus

Television Network

FX

HBO

NBC

AMC

Comedy Central

The CW

ABC

Fox

Showtime

Starz
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Table A-3. Codebook
Code

666 image

Admission the group is
made up

Afterlife

All white

Ambiguous entering
terms

Apologizing for actions

Arrested for behavior

Arrival of the AntiChrist

Assume violence

Comment
Michael is marked with
a 666 behind his ear
referencing the Devil.
This mark means that
he is the Anti-Christ
they have been waiting
for in the Church.
Frank reveals that he
made the group up and
the other members learn
that some others were
in on it and using it for
their own self-interest
Reference to Heaven’s
Gate committing mass
suicide so they could
move on to the next
level. Same with
Branch Davidians who
believed that they
needed the word of God
through their leader to
get to heaven. Scene
depicting Jesus and
angels coming to Jim
Jones and bringing his
followers back to life
(not factual).
Members of The Farm
dressed in all white
clothing.
The contract is written
in a way to force people
into selling the
product—did not enter
by their own choice.
Winter apologizes to
Ally for what they did
to her.
People in South Park
were once arrested for
their ties to the cult.
Michael reveals to the
Church that he is the
one that they have been
waiting for. The
members are willing to
do anything to please
him.
Charles assumes they
did something to
spokesman to get him

Code Group 1

Code Group 2

Symbols and outward
appearance

Leadership/Creation of
Cult

Theological and moral
systems

Symbols and outward
appearance

Joining cult/life prior to
cult

Exiting cult

Post-cult life

Violence/deviance

Leadership/Creation of
Cult

Outsider beliefs

Post-cult life

43

Code

Assumed brainwashing

Attempting to leave

Attributing blame

Attributing success to
group
Being obedient
Beliefs of Satanism

Body modification

Book for the church

Comment
back. In Bones, it is
assumed that the
altercation with agents
was started by firing
from the compound.
Spokesman believes
that his dog was just
lost, and they found it
when he told Jake and
Charles earlier that they
kidnapped his dog.
Jake and Charles try to
get out of their
NutriBoom contracts.
The spokesman also
tells them that they
need to get him out. In
Law and Order, Vicky
was going to leave the
cult, so they killed her.
In AHS: Cult, Ivy says
that she was planning to
leave. Ivy, Ally, and
Winter all attempt to
leave. In Lucifer, a man
says that he wants out
of the group.
Ally blames Ivy for
allowing Kai to
completely destroy
their lives.
Alice says that The
Farm is the reason that
she has her current job
Ethel treats Kevin very
respectfully, even
calling him “sir."
Mentions of Satanism
and belief systems
The woman killed in
Lucifer has a subdermal
implant on her wrist
that is presumably some
kind of symbol to the
cult.
The victim in Lucifer
had a book that is part
of the cult in her
apartment. There is also
a book mentioned in
South Park that
contains information to
summon Chuthulu.

Code Group 1

Code Group 2

Outsider beliefs

Post-cult life

Exiting cult

Outsider beliefs

Cult Life

Cult Life
Theological and moral
systems

Symbols and outward
appearance

Violence/deviance

Theological and moral
systems

44

Code

Branding

Bribes

Brutal killing

Calling member
Satanist
Calling the group "cult"

Calling the group stupid
Calling the leader a
psychopath

Ceremony ritual

Comment
All of the women have
a symbol for the group
that is branded on their
ribcage. Vicky’s was
cut off during the
murder. Later, it is said
that it stands for at his
mercy. This branding is
much like the one from
NXIVM.
Debbie bribes Jake and
Charles to stay silent by
giving them their
money back
A woman in the
Accredo group was
brutally murdered in
her home. She was
stabbed multiple times,
sexually assaulted with
a table leg, and part of
her rib was removed.
Later, it is revealed that
this was done because
she was going to leave
the group. Another
brutal killing in Lucifer
where words were
carved into her back
and a man hung in the
air with blood all over
him with the same
markings.
Reference to a guy in
Lucifer as a Satanist for
his involvement with
the group.
Reference to the group
being a cult.
People call the cult
stupid and that they
didn’t actually believe
them.
Ally refers to Kai as a
psychopath.
The group seems to
have a ritual for when
Rose dies in Lucifer.
This seems to be
something they are
familiar with. There is
also one of these in
South Park where they
hold candles and chant.

Code Group 1

Code Group 2

Symbols and outward
appearance

Violence/deviance

Leadership/Creation of
Cult

Violence/deviance

Outsider beliefs

Outsider beliefs

Outsider beliefs

Leadership/Creation of
Cult

Theological and moral
systems
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Code
Charismatic leader

Child removed from
group

Children

Chores

Clothing

Coerced to stay

Communal Living

Con-artist

Comment
Reference to the group
needing a charismatic
leader. Kai gives big
speeches to inspire the
group.
Ethel was removed
from this group along
with 70 other children,
implying that this group
was bad.
Ethel reveals that she
has a child from her
husband.
Ethel assumes that
Kevin and Veronica
will have chores for her
to do around the house.
It is likely that she
assumes this from her
past experience in the
religious sect.
Ethel is dressed very
formally in a long dress
and coat with her hair
done up. The men in
Kai’s cult are all seen
dressed the same. This
is also seen with the
robes in Lucifer.
Spokesperson acts like
it wasn’t a big deal that
the men took him off
the street because they
gave him his dog back.
Arlo reveals that Vicky
was living in the house
for a few weeks,
implying that if you are
in the group, you have
the opportunity to live
in the house with others
who are involved. This
is also referenced in
AHS: Cult with
Jonestown where
everyone lived together
in a utopia.
Betty refers to the
leader of The Farm as a
con artist. In Law and
Order, Oliva also uses
this term to refer to
Arlo, the leader of
Accredo.

Code Group 1

Code Group 2

Leadership/Creation of
Cult

Exiting cult

Post-cult life

Cult Life

Cult Life

Cult Life

Symbols and outward
appearance

Exiting cult

Cult Life

Outsider beliefs

Leadership/Creation of
Cult
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Code

Concept of levels

Confessing sins

Control of Leader

Cover up

Creating Ass-Kickers
United

Cult crossref.

Cult keyword

Cults using mind tricks

Deceiving the Leader

Deception in leadership

Comment
In ass-kickers united,
you can advance in
levels by following the
rules. In Accredo, you
have to be below
others, and do as they
say to move up the
power structure.
Confessing sins is used
as a way to bring about
the end times and
prepare for the AntiChrist. It seems that this
is part of their ritual.
Kai says that he is the
only person that his
followers should trust.
He says that the internet
cannot be trusted and
breaks Oz’s phone.
Jake thinks that a
transaction in the
financial record was a
cover up for the leader
putting a hit on his wife
Frank reveals that he
started the group in
order to get Mac to not
take his food
Episodes with cult
storylines not
mentioned in episode
descriptions
Episodes with
keyword(s) related to
cults in episode
description
Dee looks into what
cults do when their
mind tricks don’t work
on people.
Ally tricks Kai in
believing that he is
Oz’s father, presumably
as a way to eventually
leave.
Debbie is actually alive
and in charge when
Jake and Charles
assumed that her
husband killed her.
Needed to get the
government off their
backs. Kai manipulates

Code Group 1

Code Group 2

Cult Life

Theological and moral
systems

Theological and moral
systems

Leadership/Creation of
Cult

Leadership/Creation of
Cult

Outsider beliefs

Exiting cult

Leadership/Creation of
Cult

Leadership/Creation of
Cult

47

Code

Denial of wrongdoing

Difficult to leave

Disbelief

Empowerment

End times

Episode Description
Episode Name

Family environment

Feeling overwhelmed

Comment
the cult members into
drinking the Kool-Aid
and it was all a trick. In
Lucifer, they tell the
members that Lucifer
will speak, and a man
walks out in a goat
costume while the real
Lucifer watches.
Debbie denies that she
could potentially get
charged for what she
has done.
Contract makes it very
difficult for people to
leave NutriBoom. It is
very difficult to leave
the cult in AHS: Cult
when Kai takes Ally
and Ivy’s son and
convinces him that he is
his father.
Michael seems to not
believe Madelyn when
she says that she got
everything that she
wanted because she
sold her soul to the
Devil.
This group gave people
the power to put
themselves in a better
situation and achieve
their goals.
The leader of the
satanic group
references the end times
and how they need to
prepare for them.
Madelyn also mentions
the end times to
Michael
All episode descriptions
All episode titles
Zayne says that Booth
has the blood of 94 of
his brothers and sisters
on his hands, meaning
the people in the cult.
He saw them as his
family.
Ethel seems to look
overwhelmed by her
new surroundings.

Code Group 1

Code Group 2

Leadership/Creation of
Cult

Exiting cult

Outsider beliefs

Joining cult/life prior to
cult

Theological and moral
systems

Cult Life

Exiting cult
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Code

Former rules

Gender dynamics

Giving gifts

Goat

Going against the cult

Greeting

Comment
Appears like she has
never seen some of the
things that Kev and V
take her to do.
Ethel said that wives
helped share the chores
where she was from
Kai believes that men
are inherently stronger
than women and need
testosterone to be men.
One of the men refers
to the women as
bitches. The women are
generally regarded as
lesser and different
from the men. In
Lucifer, the victim is
portrayed as naive and
that she was taken
advantage of. A man
implies that he knew it
wasn’t real, but she was
just impressionable
because she was “a
girl."
Enticing people to stay
in the group by giving
them things, in this
case, a motorcycle for
the spokesperson
Michael sees a goat and
asks if it is his father.
Goats are often used to
symbolize the Devil.
This is also used in
Lucifer for the same
reason. Also seen in
South Park, same
reason.
Not following the rest
of the group and
rebelling against the
rules. Members refuse
to follow mass suicide.
Doesn’t understand
why they had to die to
go behind the moon. In
AHS: Cult, one of the
members refuses to
commit mass suicide.
Ethel bows in greeting
Karen.

Code Group 1

Code Group 2

Cult Life

Cult Life

Exiting cult

Leadership/Creation of
Cult

Symbols and outward
appearance

Exiting cult
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Code

Group activities in cult

Group as destructive

Helping someone postcult

Human sacrifice

Idea of being gullible
Idea of bettering
yourself

Idea of deprogramming

Idea of healing

Idea of saving someone
from cult

Idea of unity

Comment
The women of Accredo
are seen doing yoga
together. There is a
later scene where the
women are seen
hugging each other in
some sort of exercise.
Jake says that the group
is trying to destroy
them for turning the
group in
Kevin wants to help
Ethel and doesn’t want
to take advantage of
her. Idea that what she
says that she is
supposed to do isn’t
normal.
The leader of the
Church says that they
are going to have a
human sacrifice.
Michael is the one who
gets to do it since he is
the Anti-Christ.
Implying that the group
fell for something.
The Farm is used as a
way for people to
become better versions
of themselves.
Betty says that she
wants to deprogram her
mom from the
teachings of the cult.
The Farm is a place
where people can heal
from whatever is
troubling them.
Idea that Ethel in
Shameless needs to be
helped in order to be
saved from her
situation. Also applies
to Alice in Riverdale
when Betty tries to get
her to realize her real
life.
Cheryl uses the quote
“where the one become
many and the many
become one” implying
that joining this group

Code Group 1

Code Group 2

Cult Life

Outsider beliefs

Post-cult life

Violence/deviance

Outsider beliefs
Joining cult/life prior to
cult

Theological and moral
systems

Outsider beliefs

Joining cult/life prior to
cult

Theological and moral
systems

Outsider beliefs

Joining cult/life prior to
cult

Theological and moral
systems
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Code

Initiation ritual

Inverted cross

Kidnapping

Kindness toward
ingroup

Kool aid

Leader

Leaving family/old life

Living at the cult

Loss of reality

Comment
brings you together
with others.
Women of Accredo
seen in pictures
stepping on Vicky’s
head.
An inverted cross is
seen on the wall as
Michael walks into an
alley, on the church
wall, and on people as a
necklace. This is often
seen as a symbol for the
Church of Satan.
People from the group
take the spokesperson
Although people in the
church do not know
Michael, they offer to
help him because he is
seen as belonging.
Reference to drinking
the Kool aid-ties in to
historical example of
Jonestown. Another
term implying mass
suicide.
Arlo says that he’s the
women’s coach, but he
is portrayed as a sort of
leader who speaks in
front of all of the
women, helping them
find their own strength.
He is also the cofounder of the group.
Alice tells Betty that
she has to let her go
because she wants to be
with The Farm. Also,
Cheryl tells Toni that
she has to make the
choice between dating
her or being with Jason
at The Farm.
Alice has been living at
The Farm and is subject
to the various elements
of that lifestyle such as
evening bed checks.
Idea that people in The
Farm need to be
brought back to reality

Code Group 1

Code Group 2

Joining cult/life prior to
cult

Symbols and outward
appearance

Violence/deviance

Cult Life

Violence/deviance

Leadership/Creation of
Cult

Joining cult/life prior to
cult

Cult Life

Outsider beliefs
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Code

Loyalty

Making excuses for
actions

Making rules

Mass suicide
Master's rules and
guidance
Meetings

Mentions of
brainwashing

Minions

Murder

Comment
and are living in
delusions.
The group seems
committed and loyal to
Kai and his mission.
Ivy excuses the awful
things that she did by
saying that she just felt
like she hated Ally and
wanted to hurt her.
The leader of a cult can
create any rules he
wants to-implying that
cults are made up for
one’s convenience.
Reference to people
either committing mass
suicide or planning to
commit mass suicide.
Tells the group what
they should be doing.
The Farm has regular
meetings for the
members.
In It’s Always Sunny,
implying that an idea
that Dee has won’t
work because it would
require a lot of
brainwashing. In
Riverdale, Betty tells
Evelyn that her and her
dad brainwashed her
mom as a part of the
cult. A man in Law and
Order says that Accredo
brainwashed his wife.
In South Park, the
members refer to
themselves as minions
of Chuthulu.
Kai orders Gary to
murder one of the cult
members when he
doesn’t follow orders.
Ally, not technically
part of the cult, also
murders Ivy for her
actions in the cult.
Murder is mentioned in
South Park in regard to
killing someone to
honor Chuthulu, and
they do kill him.

Code Group 1

Code Group 2

Cult Life

Exiting cult

Leadership/Creation of
Cult

Violence/deviance
Theological and moral
systems

Leadership/Creation of
Cult

Cult Life

Outsider beliefs

Cult Life

Violence/deviance
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Code
Negative life prior to
group
Negatives of the group

Newsletter
NutriBoom rules

Obeying orders

Othering

Outreach

Outsider doubt

Outsiders knowing
insiders

Pentagram

Pleading to higher
power

Comment
A woman was in an
abusive relationship
before joining Accredo.
Spokesman was
physically tortured, dog
was kidnapped
Used for the ass-kickers
united to spread
information
You cannot do Pilates
in NutriBoom
Beverly and the other
members are seen
obeying Kai’s orders to
drink the Kool aid
despite them not
wanting to die.
V says that Ethel is a
freak, implying that
there is something
different about her from
being in her former
living situation.
The Farm has a student
advocacy group that
students can be a part of
at Riverdale. This is
presumably an attempt
to get more members.
Toni doubts that The
Farm is helping Cheryl
be better. In AHS: Cult,
a congressman invited
to Jonestown doesn’t
think that it is good for
people.
Surprise of South Park
characters to knowing
some of the people in
the cult meeting.
Michael draws this in
an attempt to summon
his Father (presumably
the devil). It is also
seen on clothing on the
members. This is also
seen in Lucifer with the
cult.
Michael is trying to
figure out what his
Father expects from
him and wants him to
do.

Code Group 1

Code Group 2

Joining cult/life prior to
cult
Joining cult/life prior to
cult
Cult Life
Cult Life

Cult Life

Leadership/Creation of
Cult

Outsider beliefs

Cult Life

Theological and moral
systems

Outsider beliefs

Outsider beliefs

Symbols and outward
appearance

Theological and moral
systems
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Code

Polyamorous
relationship

Possible death

Potluck dinners

Power dynamics within
cult

Praising the leader

Preparation for the
Anti-Christ

Comment
Ethel was one of five
wives and was married
to an old man where
she used to live. Ethel
is only 13 and the man
was 65. Also referenced
in AHS: Cult when a
leader required the men
to be celibate and only
he could reproduce with
the women.
Rumors that the group
is scary, and they
murdered the wife of
the owner.
The members regularly
get together to eat
dinner each week after
their service.
Gina says that Vicky
was her serf. Gina also
had a lord who ruled
over her. To move up
into Arlo’s inner circle,
the girls had to give
collateral. Kai also uses
this concept when
explaining how it is
easy for leaders to get
people to kill for them
or commit suicide. Kai
sees himself as
inherently more
powerful than the
others.
Presumably, Arlo
seems to be the leader
of Accredo and Lila is
seen praising him for
reading so many books.
Also used in AHS: Cult
when Kai is referencing
famous cult leaders and
his own followers call
him divine leader. A
man in South Park
seems to be praising
Cthulhu as the leader.
The leader of the
church wants to make
sure they are ready for
when the Anti-Christ
comes. Also mentioned
as the spawn of Satan.

Code Group 1

Code Group 2

Theological and moral
systems

Violence/deviance

Outsider beliefs

Cult Life

Cult Life

Leadership/Creation of
Cult

Theological and moral
systems
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Code
Protecting someone
from the cult
Punishment
Pyramid Scheme

Qualities of leader

Qualities of members

Questioning actions

Questioning the leader

Reason for joining cult

Reborn

Comment
Betty says that keeping
her mom away from the
cult is the only way to
protect her.
Oz gets put into a time
out for doubting Kai.
Jake refers to
Nutriboom as a
pyramid scheme.
Arlo’s ex-wife
describes Arlo as a lot
of positive and negative
characteristics
including being
charming. He also
cheated on her claiming
that it was to help her
get over jealousy
issues.
Madelyn tells Michael
that he is like all of the
other people that come
into their church
looking for some sense
of belonging and
meaning of life. In
South Park, the man
who talked about the
cult is called creepy.
Ivy questions how she
could be so weak and
do the things that she
did.
Ivy now “sees Kai for
what he is” and says
that he isn’t a good
person. Winter also
says that her brother,
Kai, doesn’t really care
about her or anyone. Oz
questions Kai’s story
about Jim Jones.
In Key and Peele,
charismatic leader, a lot
of stammering, and
then mentions the idea
of taco Tuesday. In
AHS: Cult, Ivy
mentions that she was
lacking control in her
life and that’s why she
joined.
Idea of the group
providing some kind of

Code Group 1

Code Group 2

Outsider beliefs

Violence/deviance
Outsider beliefs

Leadership/Creation of
Cult

Joining cult/life prior to
cult

Exiting cult

Exiting cult

Leadership/Creation of
Cult

Joining cult/life prior to
cult

Theological and moral
systems
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Code

Recruiting new
members

Reference to criminals

Reference to evil

Reference to
mothership

Reference to space

Reference to what cults
actually do

Relationships

Religious sect

Religious song

Religious symbols

Comment
rebirth for the
members. Kai mentions
this in AHS: Cult with
the idea of mass
suicide.
Madelyn tells Michael
that they need people
like him to help spread
the word. In Lucifer,
there is an online form
to fill out and a cost to
join the church of the
dark prince.
Says that the group is
good at covering up
criminal activity
Chuthulu is called the
evilest thing in the
universe, and the cult
was created around
him.
Presumably something
that the ass-kickers can
do once they have been
successful
Refers to Heaven’s
Gate members
believing that once they
left their bodies, they
could leave Earth
forever.
Say that cults use
manipulation
techniques and force
people to stay.
Alice is seemingly in
some kind of
relationship with the
leader of The Farm.
The group that the
children were removed
from is referred to as a
religious sect by the
social worker.
Ethel requests for Frank
to play a religious song.
Young girl appearing to
be trying to make
Michael come with her
(dressed in white to
symbolize good). In
addition, Michael sees
an angel who

Code Group 1

Code Group 2

Joining cult/life prior to
cult

Outsider beliefs

Theological and moral
systems

Theological and moral
systems

Theological and moral
systems

Cult Life

Outsider beliefs

Theological and moral
systems

Cult Life

Cult Life

Symbols and outward
appearance
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Code

Rescuing

Response to cult's
actions

Reuniting with dead

Reward of Ass-kickers

Ridiculous elements

Robes

Rules in cult

Saving people

Selling soul

Sexual expectation

Comment
Idea that Alice and
Cheryl need to be saved
from the delusions that
the cult is giving them.
Only these outsiders
can help to save them.
In Lucifer, an antiSatanist group is seen
protesting about
Satanists and the
murders. Detectives
think the reverend
leading these protests
may have actually
killed the Satanists.
Alice is convinced that
The Farm has allowed
her to see her dead son.
She believes that he
didn’t die.
Going to the
mothership is seen as
reward for hard work in
the group
Things that seem
unreasonable or
unrealistic, yet they
believe they must do
them.
Everyone in the Church
is wearing red and
black robes. Seems to
be part of their ritual.
This also is seen in
Lucifer. Also seen in
South Park.
One of the rules of
Heaven’s Gate was to
avoid any earthly
pleasures which led to
the members becoming
castrated.
Idea that The Farm was
created to help “lost
souls.” Implies that The
Farm gives people a
sense of belonging and
purpose.
Madelyn reveals that
she sold her soul to the
Devil.
Ethel expects that
Kevin wants to sleep
with her, presumably

Code Group 1

Code Group 2

Exiting cult

Outsider beliefs

Outsider beliefs

Cult Life

Theological and moral
systems

Symbols and outward
appearance

Cult Life

Theological and moral
systems

Theological and moral
systems

Violence/deviance
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Code

Sexual relationships

Singing

Snakes

Spaceship behind the
moon

Speaking in tongues

Standing out

Starting to doubt
Stereotyping the word
"cult"

The Bible

The Devil

The Master

Comment
because of how her
marriage was before
she arrived.
Arlo’s ex-wife reveals
that Arlo was sleeping
with Lila, another
member of Accredo.
Olivia also says that
Arlo expected all of the
women in Accredo to
want to sleep with him.
The members of the
satanic church are
singing in the church as
part of their
ceremony/gathering.
Snakes are often used
in the Bible to represent
the devil/temptation.
What the cult members
believe exists.
Presumably the reason
they committed mass
suicide
The leader references
speaking in tongues.
This seems to be a
normal part of their
ritual.
Frank questions Ethel’s
appearance, implying
that she doesn’t look
like she belongs with
the rest of them.
Having doubts about
the group, if it is real.
Mentions the term is
judgmental.
Ethel says that the
Bible tells her to do
chores. This is likely
something she was told
in the religious sect.
Man dressed in a
stereotypical satanic
way with all black
clothing. Trying to keep
Michael on his current
path. Also represented
in Lucifer with
references to the Devil.
The master is the leader
of ass-kickers united

Code Group 1

Code Group 2

Cult Life

Cult Life

Symbols and outward
appearance

Theological and moral
systems

Cult Life

Outsider beliefs

Exiting cult

Theological and moral
systems

Leadership/Creation of
Cult

Theological and moral
systems

Leadership/Creation of
Cult
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Code

Torture

Trauma after cult

Treating former group
member as normal

Trying to destroy the
group

Use of persuasion

Using insecurities

Using religious label

Wanting control

Wanting to stay

Why Satanism

Comment
who was created by
Frank.
This death is unknown
if it is cult related, but it
involves painful things
happening premortem.
In Bones, Sweets
explains that Pelant is
using a survivor of
Crystal Creek cult to
help him murder FBI
agents. He says that
these children saw their
parents and family die
which is difficult to get
over.
Kevin attempts to treat
Ethel like he would any
other foster child and
doesn’t acknowledge
her odd comments.
Jake wants to expose
NutriBoom for being a
financial scam by
creating an elaborate
plan. Refuses to comply
with the group. Ivy
thinks that Ally wants
to murder Kai in order
to destroy the cult.
The newsletter got Mac
to stop eating Frank’s
cookies
Idea that you can prey
on others by taking
what they are insecure
about and using it for
your own gain.
Crystal Creek is labeled
as a religious cult
Ivy mentions to Ally
that she wanted
someone to tell her
what to do and to give
her something to
believe in.
Alice expresses that she
wishes that Betty would
just let her be happy on
The Farm.
World is bad and full of
sin which is why
Madelyn says that
Satanism developed.

Code Group 1

Code Group 2

Violence/deviance

Post-cult life

Post-cult life

Exiting cult

Outsider beliefs

Joining cult/life prior to
cult

Joining cult/life prior to
cult

Joining cult/life prior to
cult

Exiting cult

Theological and moral
systems
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Code
Working to manipulate
others

Working undercover to
infiltrate cult

Workshop for selfimprovement

Comment
Frank and Dee agree to
work together on
tricking Mac and
everyone else in AssKickers United to do
what they want.
We learn that Toni
joined The Farm to help
Betty take down The
Farm.
Accredo has an allfemale group that is
based in selfimprovement. Later we
see a man named Arlo
leading some of these
sessions.

Code Group 1

Code Group 2

Leadership/Creation of
Cult

Exiting cult

Outsider beliefs

Cult Life
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